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There's no need to be a design aficionado to recognise the cutting-edge craftsmanship and bespoke details that permeate

every corner of this architecturally stunning town residence. Spread across three mesmerizing levels, each floor exudes

modern sophistication and state-of-the-art style.The lower level introduces a chic bedroom complete with an ensuite

bathroom. Adjacent to this is the internal entry from the versatile tandem garage, showcasing sleek polished concrete

floors. Ascend to the heart of the home where an expansive living and dining room unfold. Ready to inspire culinary

creativity, the centrepiece kitchen is equipped with a Miele wide oven, gas cooktop and a seamlessly integrated

dishwasher, fridge and freezer. Sheathed in stone, the central island isn't just for food prep and casual meals - it's an

inviting spot for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres. The contrasting play of pristine white tiles against the bold black accents

adds a touch of drama. But it's not just about the interiors. The two terraces flanking the room set the stage for

memorable alfresco entertaining.  A visually striking glass pane outlines the floating cantilevered staircase, guiding you to

the upper level. Here, the main bedroom with ensuite bathroom is accompanied by another bedroom next to a chic

bathroom. Part of a select group of seven, the wow-factor home features ducted heating and cooling, laundry facilities, a

built-in barbeque, and video-monitored intercom entry. Step outside, and the world is at your feet. From artisanal cafes

serving the best brews to gourmet restaurants ready to satiate epicurean desires, Fitzroy Street pulsates with life. And

with Albert Park, tram stops, and the beach just a stone's throw away, you're not just buying a home, you're securing the

ultimate bayside lifestyle. 


